
A Bunch 1903 

Chapter 1903: An Evil Girl! 

 

“Captain, we’ve caught up. Should we destroy their spaceship directly?” 

Like a streak of light, the black mech was about to close in on the spaceship in just a few breaths! 

In terms of instantaneous firepower, the spaceship was obviously not faster than the mecha..! … and the 

firepower on Ye Feng’s body was more than enough to destroy such a small spaceship! 

“Well, destroy it directly. Pay attention to capture that Ranger alive. We still need to lead the way… ” 

“Where’s that girl?” 

 

“Kill her! “In the spaceship, the Heavenly Fox said in a low voice, “Then use the deathweapon to gather 

souls and bring her to the Abyss Palace. If the investigation is good, we’ll recruit her into the team! ” 

“TSK tsk… Captain seems to think highly of her! ” 

“Don’t be careless! “The Heavenly Fox said in a low voice, “That girl is a little strange… ” 

“Is that so?”Ye Feng replied lazily, “Strange is good, it can relieve boredom, it’s so boring…” 

“So Boring?” 

Just as Ye Feng was yawning lazily, a voice that should not have appeared in the voice transmission 

channel suddenly sounded, immediately giving the lazy-looking ye Feng a fright! ! 

What was going on? The voice transmission channel had been invaded? What kind of joke was this? 

Not only ye Feng, the expressions of the people in the spaceship who had originally been calm changed! 

The channel they used was a standard dragon-level equipment, directly invading? Could it be a star-level 

powerhouse? 

No… 

Just as this thought arose, everyone immediately shook their heads. If it was a star-level, they would all 

have died in the spaceship just now! 

“This girl looks a little strange… “on the spaceship, the burly man rubbed his chin and revealed an 

interested expression. 

However, at this moment, tens of stars away, Ye Feng did not have the leisure time to do anything else. 

She did not know why, but as soon as that voice appeared, she could feel an extremely terrifying chill 

through the mecha! 

This caused her to instantly turn the mecha’s kinetic energy device to its maximum power as she looked 

in a certain direction nervously… 



Cold sweat rolled down her forehead. She had never thought that the opponent she would meet would 

be someone who could give her this kind of pressure even before they arrived! 

Time instantly became incomparably long. The atmosphere that was suppressed to the extreme made 

her feel extremely depressed, but she did not dare to be distracted in the slightest. Unconsciously, 

regardless of whether it was energy or physical strength, they were all rapidly declining! 

Hong… 

Finally, as if an era had passed, the thing that made her extremely depressed finally appeared! 

It was a woman wearing white scales. In the dark vacuum of the universe, she was not as dazzling. 

However, her strange speed was like a demon shark in the sea. It was unbelievably agile! 

Crossing the vacuum? 

Ye Feng was stunned, but in the next second, he shook his head and denied it! 

Impossible… 

Crossing the vacuum was the characteristic of a dragon-class life form, but to be able to swim as freely 

as the other party did in the vacuum, one had to be a star-level powerhouse. Other than a few gifted 

magical beasts, a dragon-class life form… Should not have such sensitivity in the vacuum… … 

It was a mech! ! 

Ye Feng instantly judged the other party’s situation. After all, that appearance was obviously not that of 

the little girl who had spoken. There was a high probability… :. This silver-colored girl was basically a 

human mecha! 

In an instant, Ye Feng did not hesitate to unleash all his firepower. Countless special metal shrapnel 

swept towards the opponent’s direction like a storm! 

And then, in an instant, he activated the top-notch sniper system on the mecha, specifically targeting 

the sniper that the opponent had dodged! 

But when Ye Feng’s vision was synchronized with the sniper scope, he saw an extremely strange scene! 

The silver-colored young lady did not Dodge or dodge in the face of the storm-like firepower, as if she 

did not see it. In the next second, just as the metal storm was about to engulf her with the power to tear 

space apart, she was three feet away from her opponent! She took the initiative to Dodge! Yes, it was 

not that her opponent had dodged the bullet, but… … ! The bullet had dodged her! 

What was going on? 

This scene almost made ye Feng’s eyes pop out! 

She had never seen such a situation in her life. That inorganic bullet had actually taken the initiative to 

dodge the opponent as if it had encountered a flood or a fierce beast! 

Feng asked in shock! 



Ai did not reply, as if it had lost its effectiveness. However, although it did not speak, she could clearly 

feel the fear that the mech itself was transmitting… … 

This scene directly stunned Ye Feng! 

She did not feel wrong, right? 

Ai… It was afraid? 

The digital life was actually afraid? 

Am I F * cking dreaming? 

However, this strange feeling that penetrated deep into her bones constantly reminded her of what kind 

of reality this was! ! 

She had to retreat! ! 

The captain was right, this girl was very strange! ! 

Most importantly, in the vacuum zone, her teammates could not support her! ! 

In an instant, Ye Feng decisively chose to retreat. Without any hesitation, she activated her maximum 

power manually and retreated rapidly! ! 

She was using an extremely advanced black phoenix mecha model under one of the great lords of the 

Federation. Its power was definitely at level T o among mecha of the same level. Under full power.., the 

terrifying speed instantly caused a large area of space in the vacuum to distort. In the blink of an eye, 

she had retreated dozens of stars! 

She had practically disappeared in an instant! ! 

In the next instant, the silver-haired woman who had appeared above Ye Feng’s afterimage did not give 

chase. Instead, she calmly landed there and took a deep breath! 

“Fortunately, we’re not the same stubborn one! l” 

Guo Xiaoyun clutched her chest. Under the mech, her face was extremely pale, and cold sweat was 

dripping down her face! 

She was clearly in a state of near exhaustion! 

This mech should not have been used again before the dragon-level. Now, it was too difficult to use it. 

Even if the other party was willing to hold on for another two seconds, Guo Xiaoyun could only retreat 

first! 

Fortunately, she was scared away… 

Take a breath, Guo Xiaoyun started his own in the space mark on the mike ship, instantly disappeared in 

place, ghost like a ghost… 

On the other side, Ye Feng, who had returned directly to the spaceship, unbuckled the mech without 

hesitation after landing. He threw all the metal examples aside and dodged quickly! 



The mech metal obviously retained the smell of the monster, this kind of cold inexplicable fear, Ye Feng 

really did not want to continue to try… 

“Yo, what’s going on? Why are you in such a Sorry State?” 

A heavy mocking voice came from the front of the soft chair that had just collapsed on the spaceship. 

Ye Feng rolled his eyes at the other party when he heard that. He was too lazy to reply and gulped down 

nutrient fluids! 

The Heavenly Fox that had rushed over after that was waiting patiently. It was obvious that it knew that 

in the other party’s current state, it would be difficult for him to even speak. 

She really did not expect to meet such a tough opponent in the universe space. It seemed that the living 

world was not to be underestimated! 

Captain… ” 

Finally… ” … “. After fiercely drinking two large bottles of energy liquid, Ye Feng finally regained his 

breath. He was still panting as he said to the heavenly fox, “You’re right, that girl…. is very strange! “ 


